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THE PROPOSED SINGLE CONVENTION ON NABCOT!C DRUGS (E/CN.7/AC.3/3, 

E/CN.7/AC.3/4/Rev.l, E/CN.7/AC.3/5, Cor~.l and Add.l1 E/CN.7/AC.3/6 and Add.l; 

E/CN.7/289, chapter VI; E/CN.7/295; E/CONF.l4/7, Corr.l and Add.l; 

E/CN. 7/1.48, L. 74, 1.85 and Corr.l and 2, 1.86 and Add.l, 1.89, L. 95) (contin~~) 

Section 33 - Control of the ~reduction of cannabis (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee had before it an Indian proposal 

for the inclusion of a rese:rvation. 

Mr. TENNYSON (United States of America) asked whether the point 

raised in the Indian proposal might be met by referring to traditional 

quasi-medical uses. By the use of the term "traditional", India's needs would 

be covered, and at the same time the proposal would be limited in scope and 

would not include cases of the recent use of this drug by the medical profession. 

Mr. SI\.LDANHA (India) emphasized that indigenous systems of u;edicine 

such as the Ayurvedic and Unani systems which had been in existence in India 

on an organized basis for hundreds of years, and on which large sections of the 

population continue to depend for medical treatment, were just as much entitled 

to be called medical, and not quasi-medical, as the allopathic and homeopathic 

systems were. They did not become quasi-medical merely because they were not 

western systems. 

Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) believed that the right to enter a reservation 

should be subjected, as it had been in the 1953 Protocol, to conditions such as 

that of having made an express declaration to that effect at the time of 

signature or of deposit of the instrument of ratification or accession. 

Mr. RABASA (Mexico), stating that his delegation in prin~ipal favoured 

total prohibition, supported the idea behind the Yugcela.vrepresentative's 

proposal to limit the scope of·reservations. The danger that production permitted 

in exceptional cases might be exported to other countries must be avoided. 

Reservations should be permitted only with respect to production for scientific 

purposes. 
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The CHli.IRMAN suggested· that tl1e ·C.ommis:si9Jl should ·ac·cordingly :vote,' 

first on the principle of.having reseryatious, then on the,use to be ine.de of the 

cannabis covered by the. reservation, and las.tly on the time limit to be set for 

. "applying the transitional measures, 
") 

He asked the Commission to vote on the principle that a reservation with 

respect to cannabis should be included in the Single Convention. 
'· . . . ·. . . ' . .. . . . 

It was decided, by 8 votes to none, with 5 abstentions, that., in principle, 

a reservation should be· included. 

It was decided that the Secretariat should draft that reservation on the 

basis of article 19, ~aGraph 1 (transitional measures) of the 1953 Opium 

Protocol. 

The CHAJlU~.N suggested that the production of cannabis authorized by 
' ., ~- ' ; 

the reservation should be made of cannabis intended for use in customary 
• ' _L ' ' ,,. 

indigenous medicine. In order to simplify the discussion the Comwission should 

first decide on the use of the ~ords "customary u~e" along 1:;he lines of Article 19, 
' .·' • • • .''!. 

'· .. ' . 

paragraph 1 (b) (i) of the 1953 Opium Protocol. 

It was decided, by a' votes to 1; with 4 abstentionsz that the production of 
. I . . 

cannabis covered by the for ''customary usen. 

The CHAIRMAN reminded the Commission that to confine itself to 
. ' . 

stipulating that the use of the cannabis covered by the reservation should be 

"custome.ry11 would be reversing the vote taken at the previous meeting. It should 

further be specified that the cannabis thus exceptionally produced was to be used 
. ' 

in "indigenous medicine". He put that proposal to the vote. 

The Commission decided, by 7 votes to 1, with 6 abstent.ions, that the use 

covered by the reservation would be "the use of cannabis in customary indigenous 

medicine u·. 

The CHAIRMAN said he_ believedthe Commission would want some time limit 

analogous to the reservation with respect to coca leaf and opium to be set for 
\ . " .. 

the production of cannabi~ thus exceptionally permitted,. long enough to permit 

the gradual disintoxication of drug addicts. He enquired whether the Indian 

representative could indicate what time limit would be required. 
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Mr. SALDANHA (India) stated that he could not commit his Government 

to any spe~ific time limit at that stage. The medical faculties in India ~ould 

have to be consulted and it might perhaps be possible for his Government to 

specify the time limit at the next session of the Commission. 

The CHAIRlVU\.N asi:ed the Commission to vote on the question whether a 

reservation might be included, on the understanding that the section permitting 

the reservation would. be dre.:'ted in the light of the decisions the· Commission had 

taken. 

The Commission _cl~cicl<2d, by 12 votes to 2z to instru-:::·~ __ the Secretariat to 

prepare in the light of th~ decisions taken. a draft section on the possibility 

of including a reser~ation. 

Mr. VA:':.,KER (Unitci Kinc;C.om) proposed that, in order to fix the time -------
limit with a kr<ovTledge of all the facts, the Secretariat should be asked td 

invite Pakistan, Burma and other Far Eastern countries, as also all countries 

in general likely to te interested in a gradual disintoxication programme, to 

communicate their views for discussion at the next session. 

It vas so decided. 

Mr. SALDANHA (India) thanked the Commission for its decision, which 

took into consideration the special position of his country. 

Mr. GRANDJEAN (Observer for Switzerland) pointed out that that section 

did not directly concern his country·, in which cannabis was not used for medical 

purposes, as Swiss law permitted the manufacture only ofdenatured preparations 

for external use. He would, however, point out that, despite certain difficulties 

which formal appl~cation of that section might entail, the spirit in_which the 

section was. conceived was consistent with that of Swiss law. 

Mr. RABASA (Mexico) asked exactly now the Secretariat was going to 

present the section.on cannabis. It must be clearly brought out that the 

prohibition of the use of cannabis was a general one and_that the proposed 

reservation applied exclusively to certain countries in a very special position. 
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~HAIRMAN pointed out that the Commission had voted on two matters 

of principle. It had decided to prohibit the use of cannabis for medical 

purposes and in connexion with drug addiction. It had also permitted the entry 

of reservations by those countries which had need of them in existing 

circumstances, and solely by those countries, as the wordE "customary use" 

showed. The Secretariat in drafting that section would th:;refore have to bear 

in mind the spirit in which the Commission had taken those decisions. 

Much of section 33, paragraph 2, had becQ~e irrelevant. It should therefore 

be replaced by a text >:;o -'",l1e fo=.lc:1ing general effect, on the understanding that 

the Secretariat wou:..d use the wm'ding it deemed fit: 

"Hhenever the pr;:;vail::ng coLditions in a country or territory give grounds 

for belief that there exists {diversion of cannabis into the illicit traffii7 

LI:;_lici t trc~ffic in canuabi~J the Parties undertake to introduce or maintain 

all meas'.'res necessa::':'y to :prevent such traffic". 

It was so l2cided. 

In reply to a question by Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia), the CHAIRMAN 

explained that he meant only traffic in "cannabis" within the meaning which the 

Commission had given that word. 

Vir. HABASA (Mexico) emphasized that in dealing with texts as important 

as those now under consideration by the Commission, it was essential to have 

translations into Spanish as precise and accurate as possible. The Mexican and 

Peruvian representatives would be very glad to co-operate in perfecting those 

texts and asked that the Secretariat should consult them. 

Section 44 - Territorial Clause 

Miss VASILYEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, as she 

had explained on several occasions, her delegation endorsed the principle that the 

single convention should be signed and ratified by a State on behalf of all the 

territories for which it had international responsibility. Otherwise, 

international control might not extend to territories in \-Thich drug addiction, 

illicit 4raffic and criminal misuse prevailed. She accordingly proposed the 

deletion of the section. 
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~NIKOLlC (Yugoslavia) agree~. H~ would not repeat the arguments 

which, in his view, militated,age.inst the inclusion of a territorial ele.use 

in a -convention on narcotic drugs and which he had set out in detail at 'the 

1953 confer~nce •. He wished nevertheless to point out that for the campaign 

against drug addiction and the Illicit traffic.to be effective it would be 

advisable, leaving all political considerations aside, to regard a metropolitan 

country and ita-colonies as "separate entities", the term used in the definition 

of the word "territory" in the 195) Protocol. If a metropolit6u territory and 

its colonies were not regarded as separate entities, narcotic drugs might 

circulate freely between the two areas and it would be more difficult to combat 

drug addiction, since the forms of addiction in metropolitan countries and in 
.. 

colonies were not the san:e. The use of analogous import certificates and export 

authorizations in both areas would certainly not serve to clarify t:he situation. 

Mr! FORYS (Poland) ~~pported the statements made by the USSR .and 

Yugoslav representatives. 

in 1953. 

liJT. WALKER (United Kingtiom) recalled the lengthy debate on the question 

The.USSR, Poland and Yugoslavia called for the del~tion of the 

territorial clause because they wi~hed to be sure that the single convent·ton 

would be speedily ratified and would apply as soon as possible to all metropolitan 

and non-metropoli~anterritories. In view of the fact that every international 

convention to which the USSR was a party had been ratified by the. non-:-metropolitan 

territories there wa.s no reason to believe that they would not ratify the single 

convention. They. endor.s.ed hurnani tar ian principles and made every effort to . . . ' ' ' 

combat the illicit traffic, especially as for some of them it gave rise to 

serious problems •. Some territories had to cope with the influx of narcotic drugs 

from adjacent territories and to do so had had to take stricter measures than 
., 

those applied in some self-governing countries. Bong Kong was a case in·point. 

The United States representative had said in 1954 that traffickers ayoided. · 

Hong Kong in view of the very strict supervision to which they were subjected. 

Singapore was another such case. 
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_:~ker 1 U~.~ Kingdom) 

It should also be borne in mind that some of those territories were very 

roud of their legislatures which had been in existence fer several centuries. They 

::mld not take hasty decisions. While they would certainly ratify the single 

onvention, they would not take orders. TI1e Commission should make it possible 

.'or them to ratify the convention without delay and in full freedom, and, 

.ccordingly, should include a territorial clause in the convention. 

The CHAIRMANJ speaking as the representative of France, concurred in 

.be views which the· United Kingdom representative had expressed. 

Mr. WEI (China) proposed that article 20 of the 1953 Protocol, accepted 

'Y the members of the Opium Conference as likely to command the most general 

'1pport, should be included in the single convention. 

Mr. TENNYSON (United States of America) said that his delegation could 

~ave accepted the wording in the draft convention since the United States did 

~ot have to obtain the approval of its territories before it could apply the 

provisions of international conventions to them. However, in view of the 

~rguments adduced by the United Kingdom representative and the divergent opinions 

'xpressed, the United States delegation would not object to the substitution of 

1rticle 20 of the Protocol for the existing section. 

Mr. WALKER (United Kingdom) observed that the text of article 20 of 

the 1953 Protocol, adopted by the Conference, represented a joint proposal which 

~e and the Philippines representative had introduced in an attempt to reach 

~eneral agreement. He was not satisfied with that text, however, since it 

~ppeared to imply that pressure might be brought to bear on the territories 

concerned. He propoeed that the Commission should postpone further debate on 

che territorial clause until the beginning of the following week. 

It was so decided. 
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Section 45 - Terminatiol'l of preVious inter·nati:ona:l instruments,· 

Section 45 was adopted. 

Section 46 - Transitional provisions 

Mr. TENNYSON (United States of Au~rica) proposed the inclusion of the 

words ''provided for in Section 14 of th~ present Conventi;n" after the word 

"Board" in the first line of paragraph 2 of Section 46, in order to make it clear 

which Board was meant. 

It was so decided. 

Section 47 - Denunciation 

Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) and Miss VASILYEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics), on the basis of their earlier proposal to delete Section 44, requester 

the deletion of the "rords "on its own behalf or on behalf of any of the 

territories for which it has international responsibility". 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that those words would automatically be 

deleted, retained or amerided, depending upon the Commission's decision with 

respect to Section 44. 

Sectlon 48 - Amendments 

Mr. WALKER (United Kin6dom) said that the question of the procedure 

for the introduction of amendments to the convention was most complex. Other 

United Nations organs had had difficulties in that connexion in the case of other 

Conventions. He accordingly proposed that the final wording of the Section: 

should be left to the legal experts to whom the final text would be submitted 

for review. 

Mr. RABASA (Mexico) agreed that the experts should. rr.ake a car(2f,ul study 

of that difficult problem. 

Governments. 

He proposed that they should be invited to consult 
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Mr. GRANDJEAN -'(obs.erver ':f'or Switzerland) considered· that. the, Mexican 

representative had made a wise proposal. Careful consideration should be given, 

for example, to the case of States which were not members of either the Commission 

on Narcotic Drugs or the United Nations. 

Mr •. MAY (Permanent Central Opium Board) said that having already 

expressed his views on the question·of amendments in the article he had written 

for the Bulletin on Narcotics, he would not go into any detail. He recalled 

his suggestion that only the basic principles should be included in the convention 

itself, all other matters being incorporated in a regulation governing its 

application to which amendments could be introduced by a relatively simple 

procedure similar to that proposed with respect to the Schedules, without a)l 

international conference having to· be. held. 

proposal. 

Mr. ~ITKOLIC (Yugoslavia) supported the Mexican representative's 

He agree.d with Mr. May that it was essential to avoip. having to 

convene an international conference for minor amendments. 

The CHAIWAN proposed that the Commission adopt the United Kingdom 

delegation's proposal that the Secretariat departments concerned should be 

entrusted with the revision of section 48, and the Mexican delegation's proposal 

that those departments should be asked to consult Governments in ~hat connexion. 

It was so decided. 

_The CHAIRMAN asked Mr. May to submit his suggestion in writing fpr 

consideration at a. later stage. 

Section 49 • Disputes 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Commission to take up section 49 to which the 

Soviet Union delegation had proposed an amendment (E/CN.7/L.74). 
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Hiss VASILYENA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought that all 

the Parties concerned should agree on the method of settling disputes, and 

that the sovereign rights cf each State signatory to the Convention should be 

respected. That was the reason for which her delegation had proposed the 

amendluent. 

Mr. WALKER {United Kingdom) said that he understood the USSR 

delegationts concern but feared that the adoption of its amendment mi~lt lead 

to a deadlock. The United Kingdom delegation could accept section 49·as it 

stood, but, if it was to be amended, ~hat mi~1t better be done on the basis of 

the ideas in article 25 of the 1951 Convention, perhaps in a simplified form. 

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the representative of France, supported 

the U~ted Kingdom delegation's suggestion and made a formal proposal to that 

effect. 

Mr. RABASA {Mexico) supported the prcposal. The main instrument that 

now governed the pacific settlement of disputes between States was the 

United Nations Charter. All Member States which had made the declaration 

provided for in Article 36 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice 

recognized that body's competence in the settlement of disputes. Accordingly, 

the purpose of section 49 was to supplement provisions already in existence 

and was primarily directed to non-member States or those which had not made the 

declaration provided for in article .. )6 and consequently were not obliged to refer 

their disputes to the Court. A text which was based on article 25 of the 1931 

Convention and provided for an arbitral procedure would be satisfactory, because 

in that way the sovereignty·of such States would be fully respected, as they 

would not be obliged to refer disputes to the Court. 

The USSR amendment (ELCN.7/L •. 74) was rejected by 7 votes to 2, with 

4 abstentions. 

The French proposal to replace section 49 with a text based on article 25 

of the 1931 Convention was adopted by 7 votes to none, with 7 abstentions. 
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Mr. WALKER (United . Kingdom) said that the text of article 25 wa13 

rather old and it might be thot the drafting should be brought up to date. 

The CHAIRMAN emphasized that at the present stage the Commission was 

in every case voting on the substance, not the form, of sections. 

Section 50 .~ Reservations 

Miss VASII:!!!:f.! (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed the 
' deletion of section 50 which her deleg&tion considered to be incompatible with 

the principle of -t;he ~wv~reignty of States. 

Mr. WAL~ (United Kingdom) said that a.very complicated technical 

qu~stion was involved, which, like the question of_amendments, had already 

produced difficulties vdth other conventions. The Commit~ee had already come 

to decisions on specific points concerning narcotic drugs. It had, for example, 

agreed th.at :transitional measures ,sho\il,.d be provided :l,,n :r,e13p~ct of coca leaf 
~ ~ . ' ' . . 

and cannabis. It should go no :further.at.the present time. He proposed that 
section 50

1 
like section .. 48

1 
·~ho~ld 'be .·re~;lsed by .legal·~~erts •. 

·.. . ', "! ·' . . ~ . ' .:: . : i .. '.·.· . ' ' ~·. ' . ·. . * ' ' . ·, ' 

Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugosl~vi~) said that he saw the meJ;"it of the USSR 
) . ' ' ' ; ' ' ' ,· ' . , .. _ . . 

delegation's argument, but agreed with the United Kingdom representative :that a 
., 

teqhnical question was involved and that it should be referred to experts. 

. . 

Mr. RABASA.(Mexico) polntedout that if the.Commission wished as many 

States as possible to_ adhere to the. Convention, it should not be rigid about 

reservations. Countries in som~ instances. had wished to accede to conventions, 

but had been unable to do so because the reservation.s were too. restrictive. 

He.agreed with the United Kingd?m and Yugoslavian.representative13 that 

the section should be referred for examination to the competent department, 

which sho~ld be requested to ask Governments for their comments on reservations 

~:lnd amendments. 
' . 

The USSR proposal was rejected by 6 votes to 21 with 5 abstentions. 
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The proposal to refer section 50 to the competent department for examination 

and to reg,uest 1 t to ask Governments for their comments was adopted. 

Section 51 - Notifications 

!lise V~~l~ (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed, for 

the reasons she had given previously, the deletion of all the paragraphs in the 

section referring to sectio~s 44, 47 and 50, i.e. paragraphs (b), (e), (h), (j) 
and (k). However, she would agree to a postponement of the vote on her proposal, 

as it had been decided that section 50 would be reconsidered and as no decision 

had yet been reached on the territorial clause. 

Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) too requested the deletion of all pe.ragraphs 

in section 51 which related to the territorial clause. 

The Commission unanimously decided to postpone the vote on the USSR proposal. 

Mr. TENNYSON (United States of America) pointed out that the word 

"their" should be substituted for 11ouru in the penultimate paragraph of section 51. 

The CHAIR~~ recalled that throughout its examination of the draft 

Convention the Commission had never dealt with its form, which it had decided to 

leave to the Secretariat. The schedules too would be examined later. 

After an exchange of views, in which Mr. OZKOL (Turkey), 

Mr. NIKOLIC (Yugoslavia) and Miss V/'.SILYE\tA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) 

took part, the CHAIRMAN proposed that the Commission should examine the question 

of drug addiction at the beginning of the meeting on 25 April. 

It was so decided. 

The meeting rose at 5.20 p.m. 




